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As you watch the documentary, fill in the idea with content from the video. 

 

Key Idea… Details from the documentary… 

1.  Impacts of the 
French 
Revolution 

-bread to the poor              -got rid of the catholic church, nobility 
-rights and freedoms 
-democracy to France 

2.  Versailles 
 
 
 
 

-12 miles west of Paris 
-built in 1682 
-originally a hunting lodge for the monarchy 
-put distance between Paris and the monarchy 

3.  Louis XVI -Louis Capet 
-15 years old king 
-dithered over decisions, not trained to be a leader 
-Marriage to Marie Antoinette was a Political union between Austria and 
France 

4.  Marie Antoinette -14 years old 
-Austrian Arch-Duchess 
-head-strong, not interested in politics 

5.  Wedding night -ominous storm occurred (foreshadowing) 
-difficulty in producing an heir to the throne 

6.  Political factors -money mismanaged in France/broke 
-much of the debt was incurred by Seven Years War 
-people were starving 
-26 million people in France (up from 20 million) which added to the 
disparity 

7.  Louis XV -died of small-pox 
-hands over a chaotic France to Louis XVI 
-he did not prepare Louis for this role 

8. Age of 
Enlightenment 

-New ideas were developing in Paris 
-Rather than tradition, science and reason were being considered  

9. Robespierre -enlightened thinker, lawyer 
-questioned the status quo (tradition) 
-initially supported the monarchy, but eventually would kill the king 

10. Social Classes -3 estates existed in France 
1st=clergy, 2nd=nobility, 3rd =peasants 

11. Salons -meeting place for enlightened thinkers to discuss the political 
issues/challenges  of the day 

12. American War of 
Independance 

-Louis XVI commits huge $ to aid this war, which contributed to Frances 
debt. 

13. Marie Antoinette -‘Madame deficit’ – the queen of spending 
-Gives birth to first child (girl) after 7 years of marriage…..Louis got surgery! 

14. Bread shortages -people are suffering , but life at Versailles is opulent/rich! 

15. Taxes -3rd estate pays the taxes, but are the least able to...Unfair taxation 
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16. Geographic 
factors 

-drought 
-harsh winter that contributes to low supply of grain/bread 

17. Financial Reform -King tries to change the tax system….but did a very poor job at doing this! 
(1788…just prior to the onset of the revolution) 

18. Flour/Bread -shortage of grain/flour, prices hit record highs, and the people (starving) 
start to protest….no RIOT! 

19. Necker -finance minister hired to assist king Louis reform/fix the economy 
-enlightened thinker….favored change 
-Urges the creation of the estates-general 

20. Estates-General -quasi- parliament that was created…again took away some the king’s 
absolute power...not good from his perspective! 
-not used for over 175 years….creation of it started to erode the kings 
power.   
-Robespierre fights for the 3rd estate to have a say in the gov’t (estates-gen) 

21. Tennis Court 
Oath 

-Estates-general was locked out a meeting, so they met on a local indoor 
tennis court, and promised not to disband until a written constitution for 
France was created. 

22. National 
Assembly 

-created out of the Estates-General 
-represented all 3 estates/Parliament  representing the ‘will of the people’ 
-Necker is fired, people assemble and proceed to storm the Bastille, 
creation of the national guard 

23. July 14/Bastille -‘Storming of Bastille’, looking for weapons and to overthrow the social 
structure of France. 
-Prison keepers head was placed on a pike pole….became the new 
tradition! 

24. Tri-colour -French flag is born…representing the three estates…out of the storming of 
Bastille…Liberty, Equality, Fraternity….the motto of the French Revolution. 
-society accepted violence in order to change society. 

25. Revolution 
Begins…. 
(29:50 ) 

-Immediate cause to the French Revolution=Storming of Bastille 
-King’s diary entry as the Bastille is still smoldering from the raid 
was….’nothing’.  This made reference to his lack of success in hunting that 
day.   
-Storming symbolizes the defeat of tyranny.  Bastille is dismantled . 

26. Declaration of the 
Rights of Man & 
citizen 

-sovereignty belongs to the people 
-National assembly takes control 
-equal rights for all 
-justice under reasonable law 
-Robespierre demands freedom of the press….revolutionary idea! 

27. Marat -bitter journalist living in poverty 
-had a skin disease 
-started a newspaper called ‘Friend of the people’ 
-suggests ‘blood’ to the people, despises the monarchy 
-wrote on a rumor that a party at Versailles, they trampled the tri-colour.  
This enraged Marat and urged people to take action against the monarchy. 

28. March on 
Versailles 

-October 5th – women (fish ladies) gather to protest bread shortages.  They 
march to Versailles 
-Word reaches the queen of this, when it is when some believe (but not 
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many!) that she said ‘let them eat cake’ 
-King can’t ignore the revolution anymore.  He must sign the Declaration of 
the Rights of Man 
-People demand the king and queen move back to Paris – signifies that the 
people are now in charge.  King and queen are captured and are at the 
mercy of the mob.  They become prisoner of Paris 

29. Tuileries  -Versailles is abandoned, here is where the King and Queen are kept in Paris 

30. Guillotine -new form of justice for all is introduced 

31. Jacobins -Radicals – insist on death to the king ….and the queen. 
-Robespierre  ‘the Incorruptible’ leads the Jacobins. 

32. Constitutional 
Monarchy 

-France is now a constitutional monarchy not an absolute monarchy 
-Signs law after law that diminishes the kings power 

33. Varennes -King and queen decide to try and regain control of their situation, and 
make a break from the palace….escape  
-Caught almost at the Austrian border, Varennes. 
-this attempted escape broke the bond between the king and the people  
– seen as a traitor 

34. Robespierre -wanted to discard the past 
-favored revolution which meant death to the king 

35. Guillotine -humanitarian experience 
-quick, efficient, humane 

36. Marat -rants about the ‘national razor’/guillotine 
-silences external revolutionaries or anyone supporting the monarchy 

37. War with Austria -done to be a preemptive attack. 
-if France can win the war, King will be able to regain his throne. 
-queen is viewed as a traitor to France as she is aiding Austria in the war. 

38. No king -people outraged, storm the Tuileries in a savage attack – 800 000 dead 
-king is stripped of his title/monarchy is gone. The French REPUBLIC is born 

39. Girondin -Moderates – wanted the king removed from power but thought it was not 
necessary to kill the king. 

40. Sans Culotte -those without culottes 
-well off artisans, ordinary people! 
-not wearing knee pants meant not supporting the king/aristocracy 

41. National 
Convention 

-Former National Assembly. 
-Revolutionary gov’t cracks down on traitors (those against progressing the 
revolution forward) 

42. D’Anton -loud, supports the war 
-minister of justice 
-feels for the working people, and inspires people to take action against the 
Invasion of Austria (external invasion) 
-rallies France against invasion. 

43. Marat -writes/suggests people should attack prisons and slaughters them 

44. September 
Massacres 

-Sans culottes storm the prisons and slaughter over 1600 people. 
-demonstrated that the people could silence those against the revolution. 

45. Treason -King had to be killed to advance the revolution.   
-King charged with treason, condemned to death. 
-with his death, French Republic is born in blood  
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46. Jacobins -want the revolution to continue killing 
-Marat wants 200 000 heads to roll/die 

47. Girondins -want the killing to stop….going to lead to civil war 

48. Charlotte Corday -kills Marat who is seen as the chief leader of the revolution 
-she was put on trial, was unrepentant, and justified her actions as a way to 
return peace to her country, executed. 

49. Marat the legend -‘David’ portrays Marat  as a new type of ‘god’ of the revolution 
-martyr/ almost Christ –like for the radicals 

50. Execution of the 
Queen 

-sentenced to death 
-executed as a commoner 

51. National 
Convention 

-notice countless number of deaths 
-bloodshed has just begun 

52. France 1793 -France is being torn apart internally and externally. 
-Wars for France not going well.  Borders were under threat 
-Austria and Prussia seeing this as an opportunity to regain territory and 
weaken France in Europe. 

53. Reign of Terror 
(1:13:30) 

-Make TERROR the order of the day… 
-all rights were suspended 
-counter-revolutionaries were executed 
-terror would scare people into submission 
-death to anyone who was not sufficiently revolutionary. 

54. Revolutionary 
Tribunal 

-Created the Committee of Public Safety 
-12 people who ruled France (dictatorship) 
-Robespierre led this…reinstated censorship (went against what he 
previously wanted=rights for all…) 

55. De-
Christianization 

-Hebert led  (radical) destroying the power of the Catholic Church 
-Names, symbols were destroyed 
-calendar changed 

56. Counter-
revolutionary 
strong-holds 

-1000’s killed in civil wars outside of Paris 
-many guillotined 
-general civil unrest existed 

57. Napoleon 
 

-New General by the name of Napoleon secures a victory for France over 
the British at Toulon... 

58. Robespierre -height of his power 
-dreams up a goal to use more terror to create a new kind of society – 
Republic of Virtue 
-Virtue=must be actively involved as citizens in the revolution or else… 
-gives a speech to sell his idea of a ‘Republic of Virtue’ 

59. D’Anton -disagrees with Robespierre’s ide of virtue 
-D’Anton believes terror has to be stopped and bring a normalization back 
to France 
-D’Anton executed for going against Robespierre’s ideas 

60. Great Terror -last phase of the terror 
-tempo of executions increased 

61. Festival of the 
Supreme Being 

-New holiday proclaimed by Robespierre 
-was seen as Robespierre departing from reality – Fanaticism 
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62. Robespierre’s 
speech 

-Robespierre appears before the convention with a list of enemies of the 
republic, but would not name them – everyone thought they may be 
accused 
-next day Robespierre was arrested before he could speak, and declared an 
outlaw. 

63. City Hall -shots fired 
-Robespierre attempted suicide – bullet wound to the face.   
-he was finally silence 
-executed the next day 
-terror dies with the revolution 

64. Napoleon -some say the revolution ended with the rise of Napoleon, others say it 
continued into the 19th century 

65. ?? -French Revolution was people taking their destiny in their own hands 
 They rewrote France’s history 
-How much violence is justified in overthrowing an unjust system? 

 


